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a statement that one view is patriotic and another dis-
loyal. They have no knowledge, no principles or pre-
judices, which might enable them to check up on the
propaganda handed out to them*
Even affairs at home are misty and mysterious to the
masses* It is still widely believed that Labour cannot
hope to govern because Labour men are mostly poor and
could not find the money required* In many rural areas
the secrecy of the ballot is ridiculed, and electors vote to
please their employers lest a worse thing happen to them*
Not even the most elementary ideas about economics
find lodgment in the heads of the many* A newspaper can
persuade them that nationalization of land means taking
away their gardens and allotments; that, if the Banks are
interfered with, they will lose their post-office deposits;
that communal ownership of industries is a vague dream
which, if turned into reality, would cause universal
disaster*
Another department in which they are equally at sea is
that of Currency and Finance* And here until lately as
little was known in newspaper offices as outside them*
At the General Election of 1931 the influence of the Press
was great. The word went out that the Gold Standard
was in danger and that all good citizens must rally to its
aid*
Not a large number of citizens, good or bad, had ever
heard of the Gold Standard* Swift said of some institu-
tion in his time—I think the Triple Alliance—that the
public did not know whether it was a dog or a horse* The
British electors were in much the same state* They
rallied, however, at the newspapers' trumpet call—and a
few weeks afterwards they were reading in the same prints
that going off the Gold Standard was the best thing pos-
sible for the country*	*

